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School – Families – Community
ON THE WAY TO EASTER
AND THE APPOINTMENTS FOR THE MONTHS OF APRIL AND MAY
April – May 2022
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Easter also for the little ones!

IN PRESCHOOL:
EDUCATION OF THE RELIGIOUS
SENTIMENT:
In these weeks of Lent, the children,
through listening and dramatizing some
parables, know the figure of Jesus and the
important things he taught us to feel good
and live in harmony with others.
Through the projection of images, we hear
the account of the last days of His earthly
life, up to the Resurrection on Easter Day.
Together with the children, we live the
message of joy and peace that Easter
brings us, living in everyday life with
kindness, sharing, with songs in Italian and
English (The Sharing Song), Havana Nagila
dance, motor games (the parachute,
guided tours, etc.)

In a few weeks it will be Easter, a symbol of rebirth
and spiritual life.
It is not easy for children to understand these deep
meanings, but we can start to educate them,
preparing a context suitable for their sensitivity, which
favors their direct experience.
We will prepare a beautiful Easter tree with colorful
eggs, birds, and butterflies, we will listen to short
poems, stories, and songs with messages of love and
peace, experiencing in the small actions of every day
these words so great and important, which carry the
true meaning of Easter in the heart of each of us.

After listening to what Jesus did on Holy Thursday,
we prepared the olive branches with Easter greetings,
for all the children of the School and the Daycare.
A basket of twigs was brought to the Stanga Church
for Palm Sunday Masses.
In the following days with the medi and grandi children in the Church
let us prepare the altar, as Jesus did with his friends.
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AT THE DAYCARE
The awakening of spring!
During the month of March and April, children have the opportunity to
witness the arrival of spring.
It is the season of rebirth, of life that returns after sleep and the cold
winter, of the mild days outdoors that offer children many solicitations on
the level of knowledge, relationship, and growth.
At the daycare there are many topics to promote perceptual and
communicative skills, so the proposals for our experiences, in recent
months, are centered on the detection of weather changes, the
appearance of buds, flowers and leaves on trees, the return of insects
and animals in our garden.

We will discover the characteristics and taste of new fruits such
as strawberries, cherries, apricots, and we will know new
vegetables such as peas and tomatoes ...
We will spend more and more time outdoors, to play, run, hide,
and venture out in search of new adventures!

GESTURES OF CARE FOR
THE ENVIRONMENT AND
NATURE

We will propose to children the burial
of fragrant flower bulbs, the sowing of
some "odorous" herbs such as basil,
sage, mint, easy to grow and with rapid
growth and... after planting you will
have to remember to water

IN PRESCHOOL
Children take care of the flower beds and green spaces of the garden, through
sowing activities, planting to discover the wonder of life that is reborn. Every
day and in turn, children carry out the new task of "gardener", watering
flowering seedlings and removing weeds.

GESTURES OF CARE
TOWARDS OTHERS

In each
classroom we
have built the
box of
forgiveness and
apologies and cut out many small hearts. We insert a
little heart every time after a moment of difficulty, we
can listen to each other, talk to each other, apologize. At
the end of the week, we empty the box and count how
many hearts there are. How lighter we feel when we
use kind words and ways with others!
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MONTH OF MAY: Mother's Day ...
and Feast of Mary, Mother of Jesus
In May Mother's Day is celebrated and at the same time it is the month dedicated to the figure of
Mary, the Mother of all mothers.
The project for Education to Religious Sentiment therefore
starts from Mother's Day, the
second Sunday of the month, and will develop with knowledge
of the life of Mary, Queen of Peace, to whom our
Chiesa Madonna della Pace.

Mother's Day at School and Daycare
On the occasion of Mother's Day, we want to dedicate a special moment to all mothers,
to say our THANK YOU for everything they do for us. We therefore invite you to come to
the School and Daycare on Friday 6 May:
1.
2.

at 2.30 pm at the Preschool
at 15.00 at the Daycare

We will offer you a special moment to live together with your son and daughter. We will
prepare a small surprise and we will give you the gift that the children are preparing with
great care.

SUNDAY 8 MAY 2022
AT THE FOOTBALL
FIELD BEHIND OUR
CHURCH OF
MADONNA DELLA
PACE

FAMILY CELEBRATION

It is organized by the Parents Representatives the
Family Day at the parish football field (next to the
Madonna della Pace Church): a morning of games
and surprises for young and old, with the presence of the staff of the School and
the Daycare.
More information will follow.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE MONTH OF MAY
IN PRESCHOOL
 PRESCHOOL-PRIMARY CONTINUITY PROJECT: face-to-face meetings and experiences
with the children and teachers of the "P.Lioy” primary school.
 ZEROSEI CONTINUITY PROJECT: face-to-face meetings between children, in small
groups. The grandi of the Daycare and the children of the Primavera classroom
know the preschool, the environments, the routines, the teachers, the older
classmates that they will meet again in September
 YEAR-ENDING ASSEMBLY
o On 26/05/2022 at 20,30
 ASSEMBLY FOR NEW CHILDREN ENROLLED
o On 26/05/2022 at 19,00
 ASSEMBLY FOR AMERICAN PARENTS
o On 06/06/2022 at 18,00
END-OF-YEAR PARENT_TEACHERS CONFERENCE: sharing of the Preschool-Primary
School Card with the Parents of the children of the last year.

CENTRO ESTIVO MESI DI LUGLIO E AGOSTO 2022
Registration is open for the summer camp of the months of
July and August for the Preschool and for the month of August
for the Daycare. For registration, the application on the
School's website must be downloaded and completed by 31
May 2022.

